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City stiCker
ordinance
passes ftrst
reading

Regents halt
Dew library

discussion

Megbann ADderscm
Staff writer

ChrlsWUcox
Staff writer
The Murray City Council voted yes Thursday
night on the first reading of the city sticker draft,
which does not exempt students from purchase of a
sticker.
Prior to the city council meeting, the Finance/Personnel Committee met Monday night and decided as
a majority to propose a draft to the council, which
would exempt students.
At the city council meeting this draft was amended
by majority to take out the exemption for Murray
State students.
Alan Lanier, Murray director of finance, said at the
council meeting an exemption for students clid not
match up with existing state statutes. The existing
statutes state there can be no separate class of individuals, meaning Murray State students can not be
lawfully exempt.
"The council needs to give us direction on the matter tonight," he said. "If something is not done the
city will not be capable of selling city stickers."
City stickers go on sale on May l.
Jeremy Bell, council member, said he was in favor
of the exemption for students who were not working
in the city of Murray.
Robert Billington, Finance/Personnel Committee
member, said he was In opposition of an ordlttance
that exempted students. He said the city provides fire
department services as well as city police services to
Murray State University. He said since this is the case
students should have to buy the city sticker which
finances the general fund of the city.
This general fund pays for the fire department,
Murray Police and road construction and maintenance.
"I want to amend the draft so that it no longer
includes an exemption." Billington said.
Jay Morgan. University assistant provost and council member. said the ordinance clearly stated the
money obtained from the city sticker tax could only
he used for the regulation and upkeep of city streets.
Pat Scott. retaliated by saying the money went to
the general funds; it would displace money spent on
the fire and police departments.
A motion to remove the exemption passed with a
9:3 vote.
Morgan cited several discrepancies he believed
should be fixed before the night's vote.
"Mter being in this discussion for eight months I
don't believe the council has the full knowledge to
decide," he said. "If the council feels they are prepared we can vote it through on the first reading."
Without addressing discrepancies presented by
Morgan, the council proceeded to vote on the fJ.rst
reading. which no longer exempts students.
The vote was 9:3, and the draft including the previously eliminated exemption passed on the first reading.
Mayor Bill Wells said the Finance/Personnel Committee could meet again to discuss the discrepancies
Morgan mentioned. A second and final reading will
be done on March 22.
Contact Wilcox at cwilcox2@murraystate.edu.
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The University Is lnvestlgatlfl(} recent Incidents at two fraternity houses. All Greek social activities
are suspended until Sprlno Break, pendlno the Investigation results.

SUSPENDED
Fraternity social activities prohibited
during University's investigation
OUvia Medovich
Staff writer
The University has suspended allfraternity social activities until further notice
after two incidents violating University
policies occurred at the Alpha Gamma
Rho and Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
houses last weekend.
1\vo former Murray State football players were arrested at the ATO house Saturday morning after allegedly assaulting
De'Vin Graves, a non-student who attended a party hosted by the fraternity.
Sgt. Scott Svebakken with the Murray
Police Department said the fight started
after Graves was trying to defend a female
who was being harassed.
The figl'tt started around 2 a.m. and
resulted in 'Graves being sent to the Murray-calloway County Hospital emergency
room. On Thesday, Graves had surgecy on
his jaw at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center.
Murray Police responded to the call
from the hospital where they spoke with
Graves.
Victor Daniels, junior from Waycross,
Ga., has been arrested on a warrant charg-

ing him with sexual abuse in the third
degree.
Ryan Walker. senior from Los Angeles,
Calif., has been arrested on a warrant
charging him with assault in the second
degree.
Daniels and Walker are not members of
the ATO fraternity.
Heath Keller, ATO adviser. said he was
made aware of the fight on Monday and
does not believe any of the ATO members
were involved with the fight.
"We are still investigating." Keller said.
"With things like this it is hard to nail
down what happened."
He said the fight occurred in the parking
lot near the street at the back of the house
after the party was over.
The second incident occurred around 3
a.m. Sunday morning at the AGR house.
Catherine Sivills, assistant vice president for communications, said a 17-yearold girl, a non-student, had to be taken to
the hospital to be treated for suspected
alcohol poisoning after attending a party
at the AGR house.
Sivills said the University's policy does

see GREEl3A

Beshear: Bridge repairs to be completed by May 27
Megluum Anderson
Staff writer

CbrlsWUcox
Staff writer
Gov. Steve Beshear announced Thursday at
the Kenlake State Resort Park in Hardin, Ky.•
that an emergency contract to repair and
reopen the damaged .Eggners Ferry Bridge has
been established.
On the night of Jan. 26. the bridge was
struck by the Delta Mariner, a cargo vessel,
which tore away a 322-foot stretch of bridge.
The repairs to the damaged bridge are to be
completed by Memorial Day. if not, penalties
will be issued by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. The penalty includes a fine of
$50,000 for each day past the May 27 deadline.
The KTC accepted a $7 million bid proposed by Hall Contracting of Kentucky Inc.
"Since the night the bridge was struck and
the highway was severed, we have worked
"ith one thought in mind - to get this bridge

repaired and route 68/80 reopened as quickly
as possible," Beshear said. "We have never
lost sight of the damage that the loss of this
bridge is doing to area businesses and the toll
it has taken, in time and fuel cost. on folks
who have been forced into long detours to get
from one side of the lakes to the other."
He said a plan to implement a ferry service
was announced to accommodate traffic, but
capacity and timing were two factors be
thought to be an issue.
A ferry service could only capacitate 40
cars per hour, the bridge accommodated
approximately 2,700 cars per day.
Beshear said the time it would take to build
roads leading to a ferry combined with dredging the lake would take more time than the
actual proposed construction.
Bertha Wilson, co-owner of the Brass
Lantern in Aurora. Ky.• said the construction
could not be coming at a better time.
"Hopefully this will mean we will have a
great summer," Wilson said. "We get a lot of
business from Land Between the Lakes, which

has been hindered by the downed bridge."
Besbear said construction will save the crucial summer tourism season for the region.
Contractors were given recent inspection
reports and were granted access to the original design plans of the existing 80-ycar-old
bridge.
Beshear ended the press conference stating
the Eggners Ferry Bridge was obsolete, as was
the Lake Barkley Bridge.
"Both bridges will be replaced with fourlane bridges in a project that is still in preconstruction phase," be said.
Jim LeFevre, chief district engineer for the
KTC, said the plan is to complete the Kentucky Lake bridge first.
The recommended highway plan that
Beshear sent to the General Assembly on )an.
17 will provide $330 million in construction
funds for the two bridges, if passed.
Contact Anderson at manderson22@
murraystate.edu.
at
cwilcox2@
Contact
Wilcox
murraystate.edu.
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Strangles epidemic puts
horses into isolation, 7A

Student explains support
Alexis love qualifies
for Grow Murray movement. 4A for NCAA tournament, 18

Discussions of 'a new library were bJought to a halt
at the March 2 Board of Regents meetiq, after more
than six moo~ of debate on the part of administrators and Student Government Association senators.
Five blueprints lined the conference table where
the Regents met in Pogue Library. President Randy
Dunn had planned to give a presentation promoting
the new library project but Board members told
Dunn they thought it was best if be held off the presentation.
Stephen Williams, chair of the Finance Committee,
said the consideration of the library will be suspended indefinitely. Any pursuit or activities to help
finance this project Will also be suspended until the
Board knows more about the project and the timins.
both internally and externally.
·
Dunn said he was somewhat disappointed by the
action because it shut off an avenue for funding of
the library, new facility or any other project.
"All this would have done would maintain an
option to explore this in the future," Dunn said. "At
this point, tbe option is not there."
He said it will be put on the back burner and any
move to do work on the library will be dependent on
further discussions.
Adam Murray, dean of University libraries, said the
faculty and staff of the University Libraries want to
provide the best possible services to the University
community.
Murray said a study conducted in 2008 for the
Council on Postsecondary Education listed Waterfield Library as one of the top 10 worst facilitiet on
campus.
The library has about 3,700 to 4,000 visitors per
day and annual door counts exceed those of the Wellness Center by nearly three times.
. Waterfield's capacity. electrical issues, Americans
with Disabilities Act compliance and structural
issues will continue to restrict its ability to best serve
the needs of the University community.
Josh Jacobs, chief of staff, said only time will tell if
the Board is not inttrested in discussing options to
fund the ltbrary.

t

Wet/Dry Vote

Gro~Murray

meets signature
reqUirements
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
On Wednesday morning Grow Murray's petition
for total distribution achieved the required number
of signatures for a referendum.
Ray Coursey, county cler~ said his offiCe spent
most of this past week counting, and in the end Grow
Murray had 687 signatures, 60 more than the
required 627 needed for verification.
The next step in the process, Coursey said, is submitting the petition to County-Judge Executive Larry
Elkins for further review and eventual approval.
Elkins will meet with County Attorney David Harrington and a decision for when the vote occurs
could come as early as Friday.
After a referendum is approved, the vote can occur
no less than 60 days and no more than 90 days after
being verified, putting a special election no earlier
than May but no later than June.
Martin Severns, spokesperson for Keep it Out of
Murray, said their constituents were not caught off
guard and anticipated the success of Grow Murray's
petition.
"We want to protect against expansion," Severns
said. "Our next step is to promote the 'no' vote."
Using the gathered signatures of their own petition, Severns said the group plans to continue to
gather names of those opposed in order to form a
contingency when the vote occurs.
"It all comes down to city resident preference," he
said. uwhatever happens. either side must be prepared for what comes next."
Even if the city brings packaged liquor in. Severns
said Keep It Out of Murray will be strong proponents
of strict regulatory alcohol laws in order to keep a
safe environment for the community.
Contact
Marlowe
at
emarlowe@
murraystate.edu.
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album another classic. 78
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Phone: X09-44<~
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Friday

Saturday

Sunday

•2 p.m. Baseball vs. Purdue University: Reagan Field, free with R:acercard
•6 p.m. John Ut~aard Sabbatical Exhibition Gallery Reception: Curris Center Gall'1(Y! open to all
•7:30 p.JXL Cinema International •'Chinatown": Curris Center Theater.
open to aU
.
•9 p.m. N~cdtobn:athe and special
guests aen Rector concert; Lovett
Auditorium, $25

•l p.m. Buckles & Bucks 2012 Barrel
,Horse Cla$sic: William ''Bill" Cherry
Agriculture F..xposition Center, free
•2 p.m. Women's Soccer' vs. Murtay
State Alumni: Cutchin Field, free
with Raceroard
•7 p.m. 'f>urt:)lase 'Pla.yers'Cumm~nity
PerformiilgAl\S Cent« "Beyond the
Gloriotf$ Gatden"; Markcthousc The.
ater, Papucah. Ky•• $12
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International "Chinatown": Curris Center Theater,
open to all

Monday

•2 a.m.Spring Foward, move
c1ocks forward an hour

•S p.m. Zumba Classes: Rcidlnnd Bap--

•U a.m. The Journey Ch\trch; Curris
Center 'llleater. bpen fi> all

~p.m.

..Noon Women's l'enni,$·\78. Southern
Illinois University-Edwardsville; Be.n~
nie PurceU Tennis CQun~. free ·with

Raccrcard
•J p.m. Softball vs. Jac.k$onville State
University: Racer Field. free with

tist Church, l'adu~ah, K}'., free

•5:30 p.m. I Love International Stu•
dents; Curt}$ ~nlt>r, open to all
Women's Center ·~erica

the Bcautiful2: The Thin Comrn;md~
ments": Curris Center Thl•ater, open

If you would like un event to appear in
the this week section, fill out 11 form in
The MurraJ' SU1te News office at 111 Wil·
s1m Hall. fax to 809-3175' or email infl..lrm~tion to thencws@)mur:raystl\te.cdu.
Please :rubmit events by noun on
Wednesdays. We cannQt guarantee
:111 items received will be publish~d.

to all

•7 p.m. The Art o( B~lly D:mct>: Fine

Needtobreathe with
special ouest Ben Rector

Artsl.'>ancc l:itudio, .Fine Arts .Build·
ing, free

9p.nt
frf~y
~ovett Auditorillm

Raccrcatd

$2$

Tuesday

Wednesday

•2:30 p.m. Student Teacher Orienta-

•8:30 a.m. myGate Finance~ C1'eating

•4 p.m.

tion: Room 240, Alexander Hall, open

l>urchase Requisitions; RQom 325,

search Forum: "Golf: Trying Times
During War": Room 505. Faculty Hall.
open to all
-6 p.m. Alpha Step otl'; Lovett AuditoriUJllt $10 at the door
•1:CY1 p.m. Baptist Campus Ministries,
open to all
•9-.30 p.m. Hatt Coffee Sbop Music
Sho~ Hart Coffee Shop. free

to all
-4 p.m.; Public Relations Student Soci~ qf America; Room 106, Wllson
Hall. open to nil
•5 p.m. Retention Workshop: So, You
Thin~ You Want to Hold a leadership Position?; Curris Center Ballroom, oJ')en to all
•9 p.m. Women's Educational Empowerment l'roiect for Southern
S~dan, third floor Curris Center.
open t() dll

Police Beat
M archi
7:46 a.m. A caller reported
damage to a vehicle at the Public Safety Building. The Murray State Police were notified
and took a report for third degree criminJI mischief.
12:19 p.m. ROTC reported it
would be moving simulation
rifles from Blackbum Science
Building to Hamilton Field.
The Murray State Police wer<'
notified.
9:10 p.m. A caller reported
theft of property in Hart College. The Murray State Police
were notified and took a re·
port for theft by unlawful taking less than $500.

March 2
I1:ll a..m. A caller reported assault at the Pi Kappa Alpha

Wells Hall, open to all with myGate
usemame and password
•12:30 p.m. Sodology Club Met:ting;
Room 507, Faculty ;HaH; open to all
•4 p.m. Hump Nite; Curris Center
Dance Lounge, open to all
•7 p.m. Wednesday Word & Worship:
Cums Center Theater. open to all
•9-.30 p.m. Hart Coffee Shop Music
Sh<,ws; Hart CQffee Shop, free

l)~partment

V(•hiclc lock out at Roy Stewart
Stadium. The Murray State Polic'c were nolified.

House. The Murray State l'o·
lice and Murray Police Department were notified.
·
2:49 p.m. A caller reported
there was a suspicious person
in Alexander Hall. The Murr:~y
State Police were notified and
checked the area. Everything
appeared normal.
10:20 p.m. A caller reported a
person had entered the building without checking in at the
desk at Regents College. An officer was notified.

March4

March 3
12:02 a.m. A caller reported
theft of a vehicle at New Richmood College. The Murray
State Police were notified and
an officer located the vehicle.
1:03 p.m. A caller reported they
were locked out of a practice
room in the Fme Arts Building.
The Murray State Police were
notified and an officer took an '
1
information report.
'
9:43 p.m. A caller. reported a

Thursday
of History. Re-

8:17 p.m. A. caller reported hnrassment at Hart College. 'fltc
Murray State Pollee were noti·
fled and took a report for terroristic threatening.

3:26 a.m. A caller reported two

MarcbS

people arguing outside the
building. The Murray State Police wen:- notified.
3:26 p.~ A caller reported a
vehicle had been bit while
parked in the CFSB Parking
Lot B. The Murray State Police
were notified and took a report for a hit and run motor
V(•hide accident.

8:35 a.m. A caller reported an
incident in\'olving a student
that had occurred off campus.
The Murray State Police were
notified.
12:45 p.m. A caller requl'stcd
an officer concerning an nrc:1
in Woods Hall. The Murrny
State Police were notitieu.

4:07p.m. The Murray Swtc Police scrvl~d Drey Ducan, nonstudent from Murray, charged
with pos:;e.ssion of drug paraphernalia and possession of
marijuana.

March6

March4

JJ:31 a.m. A caller rcquc"lcd to
speak with a Murray State Police officer regarding a previous incident that occurred at
the CFSB Center. The Murray
State PQiicc took a report for
third dcgrc'-' crimin:1l mischief.
12:29 p.m. A fire alurm activ:ltcd at Blackburn Science
Building wnrrantcd the notific;ution of Facilities Management and the Murray State
1\>lin·.
3:SS p.m. A caller reported a

March7
3:12a.m. A caller reported thl'Y
were stuck on the elevator in
New Richmond College. The
Murray State Police, Murray
Fire Department and Central
Plant were notified.
8:19a.m. The Murray State Police reported a sign down on
the exterior of Alexandl'r Hall.
Facilities Man:1gcmcnt w:t$ notified.
12:41 p.m. A calJt'r reported illegally parked Vt!hiclcs. The
Murray State Police notified
the UWI1CJS O()titlcd lhC OW;l.
ers 'and the cars were moved.

Motorist assists- 0
Rncer escorts - 6

Arresls- 0

mt~dical

emergency at Lovett
AutiitlJriurn, Murr.ifState Police and Murra}' F.m<.•rgcncy
Medical St•rvicc were notified.
The Murray State 'Police took
a medical report.

1
'

A:ssistam News Editor Haley
Russell compil<!s Police Beat
with_ materiuls provided by
Public Safety. Not llll dispatched calls are listed.
f
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Opinion Editor: John Walker
Phone: 809-5873
Twitter. MSUNcwsOpinion

Our View

Standing our ground
ferent voices across campus and
taking the side of those who will
be most affected.
Josh Jacobs, chief of staff, said
only time will tell if the Board is
not interested in discussing
options to fund the library.
uThe Board made it clear in the
discussion they are not ready to
d iscuss the need for a new
library at this time." Jacobs said.
"They did not present the prepared presentation and instead
acted to halt all actions to
accomplish this item, which was
established as a priority of the
Board from the Board's August
retreat and meeting."
It's not always good to make a
decision that isn't based on all
the evidence, and in this regard
we would have liked President
Dunn to have his say on the project. But the Board made its decision and we can only applaud it
all the same.
SGA President Jeremiah John·
son said the Board of Regents is
student oriented and had in mind
the effects of the fee.
"At this time without further
research, I cannot support the
use of student fees for the library
or any academic building for that
matter," Johnson said. "But I
would love to see the option stay
open for student fac ilities. I'm
just not completely sold."
So a pat on the back goes out to
all those who finally stopped this
plan and put students first.
Thank you for your courage.

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
•

Last week the Board of Regents
decided to bury the President's
plan for a new library. If readers
remember, the plan relied on the
potential introduction of a new
fee for students. After a stiff
reaction from both this publication and the Student Government Association, the Board of
Regents took effective action on
the side of students.
It goes to show the voices of a
few determined people doing
what they think is right can make
change and it happened right
here on campus. The library was
a good example of how this campus is still willing to stand up for
the well being of its students.
There are still a lot of strong
feelings on the subject, but it is
up to us as members of this institution to do what we think is
best. If we keep piling cost after
cost onto the student body this
institution will be left with nothing but ghosts and expensive
building projects.
We hope the rest of campus
can see this as an opportunity to
speak its mind about the direction of our beloved university.
Students, faculty and staff need
to see this as a victory, seeing as
victories are so few and far
between these days. And we ~l
owe a thank you to the Board of
Regents for listening to the dif-

P9.r't "f9:~g~~ ~o,- visit us at
thenews.org
and follow us
on Twitter
@MSUNewsOpinion

< • JL I J l

lbat • y•llilk ...

our chances are in the
NCAA fournament?
"Elite 8."

came C<lpeland • Spring, Texas.
sophomore

"Championship all the way."
Matt Ma~hbaugh · St. Louis Mo.
sophomore

"Sweet 16."
Mary Jensen • Mattoon, Ill
sophomore

Melissa Ruhlman!The New.'

Illustration by M<Jdeline R.utley

Campus Voice

Keep money in community
Grow Murray has sueceeded
in
their petition
to bring the
issue of sales
of packaged
alcohol to a
senior from
vote. I raise
Princeton, Ky. my glass and
say "cheers!"
To their detractors, I also say
"checrs." Because that's the great
thing about drinking, you can
choose not to.
"Now hold on a sec," one might
say. "Having a choice is aggressive and isn't a choice at all!"
Indeed, this is what a lot of the
viewership feels like. I can't help
them see it the way Grow Murray
docs, and it's likely they will
never come about to their conclusion due to any number of reasons.
And that's OK. Why? They can
~;boose to decide to abstain from
the consumption of alcohol, they
can choose to go to church on
Sunday and they can choose to
order a water instead of soda.
Let us consider the vice versa
for a moment. Let's say Murray,
Ky., did not allow the sales of
packaged soda in the county
because of the obesity epidemic
that soda, no doubt, has spearheaded in America. However, the
sale of soda by the drink was
already prevalent in the county
·and despite having been dry for
years beforehand, only saw minimal increases in alcohol-related
charges.
Eventually, these people really
started wanting soda to have at

home instead of having to choose
between two choices; one being
the choice to have to drive out to
a restaurant to get soda. then subsequently drive home or drive
into Tennessee,and buy it there.
So there was a petition started
called Grow Murray (no pun
intended). The petition was
based on the idea that the state of
Kentucky and county of Calloway
County would be better served by
having the revenue from soda
sales pumped into our state
instead of another, which would
also help keep a lot of road miles
.aW!lY from potential drinkers.
Now imagine another petition
was started, where the idea was
to keep this petition from being
1
vot ed on because they feel
oppressed by the option of
choic;e. Because they feel soda
will continue to help in corrupting this great county.
Does this idea sound ridiculous? It should. You see, the same
people who claim packaged alcohol sales would only further corrupt those in this county would
have you believe this. Let's take
my example one step further.
Soda has the same pH level of
vinegar. It also increases the risk
of obesity by 1.6 times. Children
who drink soda break bones more
easily (which leads to increased
risk of osteoporosis), and dissolves your tooth enamel. Soda
will even rust metal (thank you.
waterforlifeusa.coml).
Yet most of these people who
vapidly stand beside their opposition petition will probably spend
Sunday afternoon sipping on a
soda product during a hearty

f

lunch. What Grow Murray is
fi.ghti~g for is keeping potential
alcohP.l consumers out from
behind a wheel. How can this
possitily be misconstrued?
Alcohol can even be good for
you. Wine has been proven to
help in fighting the hardening of
the arteries with its antioxidant
properties. And a recent study
done in August of 2010 called
"Alcoholism: Clinical and Experimental Research" concluded in a
longitudinal study of 1,824 partieipants, those between 55 and· 65
who abstained from drinking
increased their chances of death,
and that excludes those who used
to drink but quit.
Perhaps an anomaly of the
stUdy, they concluded that heavy
drinkers appeared to live longer
than abstainers (I should note
clearly here I do · not condone
this).
It's worth noting no one is
claiming alcohol is the be-all,
end-all fix this county is in need
of financially. But how could it
hurt? How could helping to keep
this community's money here
hurt us? Oh, we have to put the
police force to work?
I doubt by helping keep
drinkers in their homes and off
the roads will require a major
boost in law enforcement. I'm
sure we won't be bothering the
four offlcers posted in front of
Trends-n-Treasures too much.
So do we take the leap into the
21st century? Do we join modern
society and dare to sneak these
common bottles into our home? I
hope we can all crack open a cold
one one day, and "cheers'' to that.
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T~ Ntws strives to be tne University commumtv·uourc~ for information. Our QOaliS to Pftstnlthallnformattonln alair and uobi·
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Trigg's numbers show varying results
Edward Marlowe
StatT writer

Now two years removed, Trigg County officials are noticing lhc
differences of a previously dry county repealing and turning wet.
ln Januarr 2010. the first liquor store opened in Cadiz, Ky.• after
~' total alcohol distribution referendum passed by a narrow margitl in Fall 2009.
Arguments for both sides have been the same in a number of
counties not just the local area, but also in other parts of the country.
Concerns of increased driver~ under the influence, domestic
violence, property damage and increased alcoholism pervade the
minds of those who arc against it, while those' promoting a leo·
hoi distribution lobby for possible increases in tourism and
propose stricter law enforcement accompanied with
increased tax revenue for both the county and state
treasury.
For Trigg C..ounty, the results of housing packaged
Jiquur have not brought the extreme~ of positives or
negatives usually associated with pruponents
of their cause.
Scott Brown, police officer and public
Information officer for
the
Cadiz
Police
Department.
said
packaged liquor
sales have had a
gr::.dual impact
un the community, not the explo·
sion of economy
usually promised,
but
also not an
increased
death toll
on
city
and county roads attributt'd to DUis.
"Packaged liquor has created a gradual influx of jobs and revt:nue." Brown said. "Nut thousands of jobs, but a few."
Lo<.·al Mexic:tn r~staurant El Bracero had to renovate in order to
properly accommodate 50 customers as required by city alcohol
ordinance to obtain a liquor license.
Timbers Steak and Grill, a restaurant in Canton, Ky.• located
m•ar Land Between the Lakes, re-opened immediately after the
referendum for alcohol passed.
Six liquor ston·s have opent'd since January 2010, and local gas
stations and convenient stores have remodeled to efficiently provide packaged liquor in their establishments.
')C(ltl said th'Csc were just some of the major examples of job
cr~~.ation associated with packaged liquor, but noted long-term
trends of cmployml~nt and promises of tourism could not be analyzed until further down the road.

While Jctractors for pa<.·kaged liquor usually point to thl· fear
of incrcascJ DUis, Brown said DUI:. have been on the downturn
since the inception of liquor into the county.
In 2007, Sl DUI arrests were made within dty limits. while
arrests crested in 2008 at 75. Starting in 2009, the year of the referendum, arrests were down to 60 and have continued to fall with
only 41 arrests made in 2011.
"We a lso have not seen a major increase in .1lcohol related
crime," Brown said. "Local 'schoub are also not seeing a major
problem with minors drinking."
An obvious windfall of packaged liquor resides in the collection
of taxes based on generated sales, but the ac tual distribution of
the
tax
revenue
liCquired has long
' since hecn a topic
of debate.
Lucy Oliver,
Trigg
Count}'
treasurer, said
most of the
county money
receive~

through alcohol
sales
paid for a
new ambulance, two
new police
cruisers ;:tnd
a new truck for
the county jail-

.... Inside the story
A group known as Marshall FU'St, headquartered in Benton,
Ky., bas formed a petition in hopes of creating a referendtun
for packaged liquor sales within Marshall County.
While the group needs 2,100 -si,go.atures to verify the petition, Marshall First wants 2,500 signatures to be on the safe
side.
Sissy Wommack, spokeswoman for Marshall First. told
WI'SD Local 6 on Feb. 28 it was time Cor a clwlge in the county.
''Alcohol is already here. it's just here illegally." she said.
"We just want to make it lepl where we can tu it."
Initial response for the movement bas been ov(!rWb.elmfnlr,
Wommack said, but .not everyone has been supportift ol tbit
issue.
Jackie Fowler, Paducah resid~, said be and his family drive
to Benton to eat in resraurants specl(Kafty to avoid alcohol.
"I've been in the midst of this mess long enough ~. 1 can
see What it dl)es to people," Fowler told WPSD. "'FlllllltLes
ruinelf home,s are (Ulned and lives are tui!Md •" dae whe~
nine yards."
Wommack said she WiD~~ all~ turned in l)f Apdll
in order to submit the ~ll to ~ Marshall County clerk's
office and then on to &unty-Judge Executive Mike MUler.
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"State tax
is more spec ific in that
you
must
spend it in
certain
ways," Oliver said. "KRS statutes don't indicate ns cll'arly where
local tax monies can go."
Trigg County exercises a 12 pern•nt sale~ tax on all alcohol purchases regardless of the establishment, with 6 percent going to
the county and the other 6 percent entering the Kentucky General Fund.
Between January 2010 and October 2011, nl~arly $265,000 in tax
revenue and license fees was generated for Trigg C(lunty on
approximately $3.8 million in total akoh0l sales.
However, not everything is picture perfect.
As recent as 2007, research from the University of Kentucky
suggests that alcohol-related accidents are 40 percent higher and
DUI arrests are 35 percent higher in wet counties than dry ones.
The same research suggested perpetual DUI offenders in dry
counties are likely to be male, have drug problems, meet specific
substance ~buse and dependency critcria Md have multiple DUI
convictions.

Other research from the University of Kenn1cky in 2002 said
count~·-Icvel prohibition is not necessarily effective in improving

highway safety and is in fact counter-productive since individuals
choose to drive under the influence over, longer distances,
increasing the chanc~s t)f an accident.
l{cscarcb from August 20ll out of Ming Chuan University in
Taiwan surmised that alcohol control policies in Kentucky such
as zt:ro-tolerance lav•s, seatbelts and hefty beer ta:xes decreased
the frequency of DUI accidents in.both wet and dry counties.
Regardless of countless facts and figures. Brown said packaged
liqunr discussion usually boils down to two things.
SaiJ Brown: "It's usually economics ver.;us religion, und now
let'~ talk. What if we drop those two things out of the equation:
now how do }'OU talk nbout it?"
Contact Mar/owe at rmarlowe@murraystate.edu.

Professor calls oat Dunn on data di~cFepancies
Haley RusseU
Assistant News Editor
At the close of the monthly Faculty Senate
meding Tuesday, Stephen Herr, assistant professor of education, handed out several documents including an article: from the Murray
l.edg<>r & Times in which University President
Randy Dunn reflected on his first five years as
president uf Murray State and the University's
ranking:; in magazines such as U.S. News and
World Report and forbes.
Herr hjghlightcd the last paragraph of the
article where Dunn was quoted 'd escribing the
hl•alth of the University.
"There's this line that physicians and other
health care pr<l\'iders use, that first, you do no
harm," Dunn was quoted in the article. "I think, ·
for me, that's been important. Coming to Murray State, obviously n well-known institution
n<•tiunally, performing very well, 1 didn't want to
do anything, <lbviously, to interfere with that ...
we've been able to sustain and even improve our
quality indicators. Whether' you're talking U.S.
News and World Report or For~s or the Chronicle of Higher Education or any of these other
agencies, we've been performing just as strongly in the eyes of those third-party rating agencies."
The following pages of the packet Herr compiled is a spreadshl•ct with statistics in Murray
State's overall score, :academic reputation score,
retention rates, class numbers. student faculty
ratios, full-time faculty, freshmen in the top 25

percent of their high school class, acceptance
rates und alumni giving rates from 2002 to 2011.
Herr focused the Senate's attention to average
freshman retention rates, average graduation
rates and freshmen enrolled that. were in the top
25 percent of their graduating high school class.
Average freshmen retention rates have
decreased from 77 percent in 2007 to 73 percent
in 2011. Average graduation rates have declined
from 57 percent to 52 percent and the number of
enrolled freshmen who were among the 25 percent pf their high school class has dwindled
from 65 percent to 43 percent.
Herr said though Dunn's comments in the
Ledger indicate the University is thriving the
data shows otherwise.
"What the data tells us, is that over the last
several years, in the eyes of the U.S. News and
World Report. we are not 'performing just as
strongly' but rather we have been experiencing
a period of significant institutional decline," he
said.
Herr said he brought the information to Faculty Senate before he released it to anr llthcr
administrative group on c.ampus and that he
hopes the Senate will review and consider it.
"I'm just concerned about the misinformation
out there in the public and sort of as a shared
government obligation I think it was important
for the Senate to at least be making, in a publk
forum, that we recognize the fact that therl~ is
information that is incorrect.'' he said.
In Herr's brief speech to the Senate, he also
informed members of a misinformation debacle

I:IIZillwth Johnson/ /111: News

Stephen Herr (rioht). assistant professor of education, delivers a presentation to Faculty Senate Tuesday.
at Claremont McKenna Collcgt> in California
where vice president and dean of admissions
made exagger;1ted claims regarding the university.
#
After the presid~nt of the College, Pamela
Gann, initiaH·d :m inve!'tigation, the st•nior
administrator accl•pted the rcsponsihility for his
actions and r<'Sign('d.
Hnr said there are obvious discrepancies
between Dunn's claims in the ! .edger and the

data that has been collc,·tcd.
"Well it seems clear to me that what he said
doesn't correspond with the data and that's a
concern.'' he said.
Herr said he hopl'S the administration corrct~ts its mistakl·s.
Faculty Senate will mL'<.'t again April 3 and
will discuss the information given at 1\tcsdar's
meeting.
Contact Russell or hrusscll@murraystate.edu.
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Across campus
Donation drive aids storm victims
The Murray State Governor's Scholars Program - Collep
Community is hosting a donatlon drive for victims of the
Southern Illinois storms with colle~;tion bo~ located in all
residential colleges an(~ on the second floor of the Curris Center.
Items requested are toiletries and gently-used linens aac!
clothing.

Murray collects bQ:ardous home Items
'Fhc City of Murray will tllnduct a HoUkhold Ha~
Waste Collection event oo Tuesday, March 20 and Wednesday.
March 21. in the Roy Stewart Stadium Parkins lot from 8 a.m. to
4p.m.
More information can be found at the Murray sanitation
Department. •
•

March IS last day to dwJ&e grades
The last day to change a grade of incomplete for a Fall and or
Wlntcr 2011 class is Thursday. March 15.
lncomplct~ grades not changed by this time wiD revert to a
failing grade after this date.
CU~ss .changes can be made ,on the academics tab of myGate.

Class conducts sexual assault resean:h
Photos

hy i-;ylicTawrt<.cmd/7/Je N~w.,

Ahorse stands In ashort field outside the horse barns at the University Equine Center. Seven infected horses have been moved to an isolation unit.

Strangles outbreak leaves
7 horses in isolated barn
Chris Wilcox
Staff writer
Seven horses rcm:tin sick in a University isolation unit after an outbreak of strangles in two horses spread over the last two
weeks. The first horse found contaminaLed was housed in the c.clding r.ot hut has
s ine..: been moved to isolation.
Preventative mc;~surcs arc rcquirl'd to.
keep the disease from spreading rapidly.
Ton>' Brannon. d~:an of the Hutson
School of Agriculture, said strangles is
manageabll' anJ is comparablt> to strcp
thwat in humans. It is easily spread in
confined space.;, hut <tlso c:.sily remedied.
he said.
Hmnnon ~llid sevcrpl years ago thexe
was a 6ituation dealing with equine herpes
virus which was much more dangerous.
Due to that outbreak, .1 network of protocol was created. This protocol was
amended for the current circumstances.
"With ongoing activities there is no
need to c:.calatc:any fears." he said.
The first test for confirmation was done
by lhc Animal Disease Du\gnostic Lab at
the Breathitt Center in Hopkinsville. Ky..
on Friday. Feb. 24. and within 24-hours
pathologists hnd confirmed the horse in
question had strangles.
Since then, six other horses have been
diagnosed.
lmmeJi:ll..:ly following suspicion, the
horses were put into isolntion and Murray
State called into actinn a plan to prcvcnl
the .spn•.:1d of the dise,tsc.
Noel Thomas, veterinarian with the
Wcst"ide Veterinary S(~rvicc in Mu.-ray
said strangles, caused by the bJ.ctcrium,
Stn::ptococcus equi. is a disease in horses
and other equids characterized by inflammation
the mucosa of the head and
throat. The illness often causes swelling
and rupture of the lymph nodes, which
produces pus.
MStrangles is primarily a respiratory
infection," he said. "The most common
symptoms arc inflamed lymph nodes,
fever and a snotty nose."
All the horses housed at Lhc Murray
State Equine Center's horse barns arc
hcing monitored for signs of infection.
Any horse that shows sign of Stnmglcs
will he moved to the quarantine facility at
North farm.
'l11c staff are taking tcmpernturcs of the!
horses and if a tcmpemturc above l02 F is
mca:.urcd, the horse will be moved to isohttion. Other signs of infection can
include visible blistering of the animal'~
lymph gl:mds and a na<:al discharge.
If a horse is moved into isolation. it will

or

~

not be placed back in group housing until
it is proven free of strangles, which can be
determined by three negative nasal swabs
at four to seven day intervals, with the
minimum isolation period being one
month.
Thl>mas said cul'3tive ml·asurcs indude
penicillin and nursing care. Nursing car~
consists of trying. to hasten the d~·vclop·
mcnt of abscesses, which can be dmined
by hot packing and then extracting tl1c
pus.
"If you can let the di$casc run its course,
the animal usually docs bl'ttcr in the lung
run," Thomas said.
The disease may be spread from animal
to animaJ, by hum::~n contact or from contaminated feed and water bowl:;, but
humans cannot fall victim to the bacteria.
The University vaccinated all the horses before the first case was diagnosed.
Thomas said Strangles is more common
in younger horses. as their immune systems are not as strong as the older animals'.
The horses affected were not the property of any University students, rather, the
ones proven infected were primarily US{~d
for·instructional purpol'es.
Hrannon said there were no rc:;trictions
on any use of the facilities, since there has
been a thorough sanitation.
"There are absolutely nu restrkti<ms on
the facilities by concurrence of the Kentucky Department of Agriculture," he said.
He also said the outbreak has had little
impact on the students in the animal and
equine science program. However, the
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association
Hunt Seat Show scheduled for March 1
and 2 was canceled because there were
not enough horses in the teaching heard
available for the c•.-cnt.
"We had a team sorting event last weekend in our facility and we have some
upcoming rodeo events," Brannon said.
"So there should be little to no impact on
the (rodeo and equine team)."
Brannon said as the detection of strangles is reportable to the Kentucky [)cpartmcnt of Agrkulture, the University contacted the department to substantiate the
efforts the University has dom• to minimize the effects.
Tim Buss(•, senior from .Farina, Ill., said
he has two horst•s at the Murray State
Equine Centt•r and has had no fear about
the disease strangles or its spread.
"I haul and shuw horses often and hnve
seen strnngll.'s many times," he said.
''Horses build up a natural immunity to it;
there is no big issue."
He said usually the disease effects

The Purchast Area Sexual Asbult and Child Advocacy Center is working in association with an advanced public relatiOns
class at Murray State to colle<:t University inslpt on the J)ft""
ception of sexual 3JS3ult.
The class will be conducting research actiYities at 9:30 a.m.
on Match 13 and IS in room 106 Wilson Hllll. ParttclpilDIS
should be prepared to leave no later than 10:4~ ~m.
PASAC's mission is to help initiate the healing process in
those affected by sexual violence.
For more infonnatiqn on the research days. c:oatact Robin
Orvino at rorvino@murraystate.edu, or by calling 809-5308.

Board of Regents
votes to rename
College of Business
Austin Ramsey
News Editor

The seven sick horses will remain at the North
farm unit until each is well.
younger horses as they have nut built up
the immunity older horses have.
Rebecca Elkins, sophomore from
Bloumfield, N.j., said U.'ling the strangles
plan W'dS tlie right choice, bu1 fears it
might have been used too late.
"Horses were showing serious illness
signs for a week bdorc this happened,''
she said.
She said a1 the time of the uutbrcak and
for the following week her equine classes
were canceled, and she said it IS her belief
that classes are resuming too soon, as the
propl·r quarantine time for strangles is
about a month.
She said she thinks other horses at the
University barns may have strangles,
undetected.
She does not want to risk transferring
the disease to her horse, something she
fears if spending time at that site.
Her horse is located at an off-campus
fadlity.
Br.mnon said the conditions weren't
!iCVere but was glad the situation W<~S handl~d efficiently. He said animals were the
schuols strongpoints anJ thnt its priority
is animals' wellbeing.
Said Hr:mnon~ "Our No. l priority will
always be in the welfare of the animals,
not tmly from a regulatory standpoint but
because it's the right thing to do."
Contact
Wilcox
at
l'wilcox2@

rnurraystate.cdu.

Th\! University Board of Regents voted to rename the College
of Busincs_;; the A~tbur J. Bauernfeinq CoUege of Busine~s Friday
at the quarterly .meeting.
Tt.ie. renaming ~mes after. a tar8e tfonation.jy Bauernfeind, a
University alumnus of 1960, whose 7-digit contribution marks the
highest monetary gift in the college's history.
Presidt:nt Randy Dunn introduced the proposal, saying it would
allow the University to welcome a new 1.10it to the University academic body.
"This is Lhe kind of thing you see on• larger campuses, but this
time, we get to see it in the College of :Ausiness," he said.
Dunn said the building complex housing most business-related
majors and minors would bear Bauer""nfcind's name, including
new signagc.
"We're very pleased to recommend to the Hoard the naming o{
the Arther }. Bauernfeind College of Husinesss," Dunn said.
Jioard members unanimously approved the naming in what
Dunn cnlled n historic event in the University's history.
B;mernfeind, who was designated a distinguished alumnus in
1996, has ;u..:tcd as a major contributor to the University for many
>'Cars, helping fund the initial building of'the University Susan 1::.
Halwrnfcind Wcllncss Center in 2004. which is named after his
daughter.
He has been chair of the MSU Foundation'!i board of trustees
for 10 years, overseeing major University gifts, including those to
help fund the Science Complex and the surpassing of the original
$60 million Hold Thy Banner High Campaign.
Bob Jackson, associate vice president of Institutional Advancement, said Bauernfeind's contributions to the Univenit)' made the
renaming make sense.
It was only fitting and right that this college bear his name," he
said. "We are very grateful to Art for his continued support of the
University."
A naming committee chaired by Jim Carter, vice president of
Institutional Advancement, in charge of developing naming proposals before they are presented to the Board oversaw the drafted presentation and \'Oted unanimously, Jackson said.
He said the committee members felt Bauernfeind's continuously positive relationship with Murray State necessitated reciprocal
action.
''He has been extremely generous with his time in ussisting the
Foundation in managing its assets during the past 20 years and
has bl•en a very loyal and major donor," Jackson said.
He said the money B:memfeind's donated will be funneled
directly into thl.' College of Business, benefiting students.
Dunn said an official renaming ceremony should be set for late
in April.

Contact Ramsey uc arumsey5@rnurraystate.edu.
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Behind the scenes, part one
Being sports editor of The Murray State

News bas its perks.
Come to think of it, the only downfall to the
job is the whole "no cheering" rule when
reporting on games - a glaringly horrendous
negative on the list of pros and cons of the
position, but one every sports writer in the
world must deal with.
On the other side of the list, however, are
some serious bright spots. Sports writers get to
see things the everyday game attender might
not see and experience relationships with the
Sports Editor
team not everyone gets the privilege to enjoy.
The following column is a look behind the scenes into a few
things I've experienced as sports writer and editor. Most are about
the men's basketball team because I'm around them the most, but
that is not to take away from any of the Racer athletic teams.
, The following two moments are some of the m9st embarrassing
of my (short) career.
For the love of embarrassment

First impressioDB
The beginning of last semester brought on a brand new list of
'first time moments' for me.
There was the whole first day of senior year, first time being
Sports Editor and running the section while managing a staff, the
first time eating Dunker's Deli and the first time I interviewed
men's basketball Head Coach Steve Prohm.
Prohm, as most everyone knows, was hired in May after Coach
Billy Kennedy took the same position at Texas A&M. I was super
nervous about my first interview with the new head coach. However, I didn't have any reason to be nervous. Coach Prohm ended
up being one of the nicest, most accommodating people I had ever
spoken to and when leaving his office after a lengthy interview, I
was sure it was the beginning of a beautiful friendship.
At least until that night.
As I crawled into my dorm room bed with laptop and recorder
in hand, 1 began preparing to transcribe the interview recorded
inside Coach Prohm's new office. In my head, I replayed the conversation with Prohm as I powered on the laptop and started a
new Word document.
I stared at the blank sheet of white cyber·paper on screen as
possibilities and story ideas coursed through my veins. I went to
click the "play" button on the recorder but, in a twist of happenings I still don't understand, I clicked "delete" and along with the
interview recording, deleted any hope of a future professional
relationship with Prohm
It was after 10 p.m. but in my moment of panic alll could think
to do was text Sports Information Director Dave Winder and confess my embarrassing mistake. He responded within minutes and
told me mistakes happen, that I would learn from the incident and
that Coach Prohm would call me the next day, which he did.
It was embarrassing but worked out perfectly fme in the end
· and since then Coach Prohm has jokingly asked me before inter·views if l'JI delete this one. I laugh, but you better believe l now
triple check before pushing any button on the recorder.
Ob, Green Bay
I was just a sports writer when this happened but it might be

my all-time most embarrassing moment.
Last spring, a few weeks before the Super Bowl. I was assigned
to write a feature story on Tim Masthay, the Murray High School
grad playing on the Green Bay Packers NFL team.
For obvious reasons, I was pumped. This was the kind of story I
had dreamed of writing - hometown boy turned famous, playing
in the Super Bowl. The headline options flickered through my
head as fast as my heart beat when I dialed the Packers' media
department. In a flurry of everything surreal, I left a message with
the person in charge of public relations asking him to call me
back.
The next morning I was sitting in John Dillon's Mass Media
Effects class in the lovely Wilson Hall when my phone vibrated as
a Green Bay number glowed on the screen. I didn't make it out of
the classroom before missing the call, but sat in the hall staring at
the screen, mentally begging the gentleman to leave a voicemail.
He did and I called back immediately but had to leave another
message explaining I had been in class but would have my phone
with me the rest of the day.
And it was deflnitely with me all day. I mean, how many times
will the Green Bay Packers call someone back?
After classes I went to Hart Coffee Shop co unwind from the
day. I was sipping coffee and reading my Bible before I had to use
the restroom. It never hit me to take my phone because a.) the
Packers hadn't called in more than six hours and b.) I was going to
the restroom.
Less than a minute later, I'm back on the cozy couch in the coffee shop, jamming to some tunes and writing out a prayer when I
suddenly decide to check my phone and, to my horror, see a
missed call - and no voicemail - from the media department of the
Packers.
Prayer journal temporarily forgotten, I instantly redialed the
Packers and left another, slightly panicked, message:
"Hey Mr. (I can't remember his name), this is Sophie McDonald
with The Murray State News again, I just saw where you called.
I'm sorry I didn't answer, but please k.Qow I'm taking this very
seriously. Thank you for your patience, in your name we pray,
amen."
Then 1 hung up as my hand flew to my mouth, stared at the
phone with mouth hanging open and broke out in a cold sweat.
What in the world had I just done? I had prayed on the Packers
answering machine! Who does that? I This girl, apparently.
Gone were the hopes of ever talking to the Packers or Masthay
and in its place were tears and an overwhelming weight of dread
and embarrassment I'd never experienced before.
This little predicament, while uncomfortable and embarrassing
on every level had a happy ending.
The Green Bay media department called me back, but only to
say they don't do interviews with student newspapers. However. if
that were the case I can't imagine them wasting their time calling
three times and leaving multiple voicemails. I ended up emaiJing
Masthay's wife and talking to him via email and writing one of my
favorite stories about the punter who kicked his way into a Super
Bowl Championship.
I'll never forget the story behind that story, either. From now on
I plan on directing all my prayers to the Lord, not the Packers.
Amen.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.
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Junior Alexis Love will compete In the lOO·meter dash In the NCAA Tournament tonloht In Boise, Idaho. after quallfylno last week at Notre Dame.
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Running for the prize
Racers represented in NCAAs during track's record-setting season
Sopble McDonald
Sports Editor

Ben Morrow
Staff writer
Men's basketball is not the only Murray
State sport going to the NCAA Championships this year.
Alexis Love, junior from Palmetto, Fla.,
has burned up the track aU year for the
indoor squad. Last weekend, Love quali·
fled for the NCAA Indoor Championships with a school record 23.66
records in the 200-meter dash at a qualifying. meet at Notre Dame. The run broke
Heather Salliuel's 18--year.old reconr-by
.~ ~tondS and was one o( three school
records set over the weekend.
"rm really excited," Love said. "To say
that I'm e?tcited, to me is an understatement - this is crazy. I don't even know
how to feel, reaUy words can't describe it;
I'm so thankful and so happy."
Love also tied her own record in the
60-meter dash at 7.42 seconds, a mark she
set the week before at the OVC Championships in Nashville, Tenn. Love previously won the OVC title in the 200-meter
dash with a time of 24.05 seconds.
Even though she had been working
toward the goal, Love didn't think this
would be the year she would compete in
the NCAAs.
"I don't know about calming the excitement down, I'm stiU jittery," Love said
with a laugh. "Mentally I'm just going in
with the same mindset, knowing I have to
do everything, run faster and stuff like
that, but mentally I just sleep on it and
think about what 1 need to work on and
what I didn't do in the last race that could
make me faster and just trying to stay
focused.''
With a broad path ahead, Love is entering the tournament with excitement and
seriousness.

"I'm most excited about just running
overall and running with the other athletes and running at another level besides
conference," she said. "I'm most nervous
about running on a bank track, that's kind
of different. Usually you'll run on a flat
surface but it's a bank track and it's like
you're almost running on a hill (around
the corners). I've only ran on one once, so
it will be different for me.''
The record-setting junior was 3 years
old the last time Murray State was represented in the NCAAs for indoor track,
however, the waiting game between the
qualification run and when Love found
out ~he. was running og. tQe~~ s~
was the hardest part.
"After 1 ran at Notre Oame (March 3), I
had to wait all the way until Monday at 6
p.m. (to find out if I was selected)," Love
said. "So I was at stUdy hall and all the
sudden I hear something go, 'Woo boo!'
and my coach ran in and yelled, 'We're
going! We're going!' I just kept asking,
'Are you sure? Are you sure?' We were
jumping up and down and 1 hugged my
head coach.''
Her excitement remained, but Love
needed assurance even after she was
selected.
"I couldn't believe it so 30 minutes later
1 said, 'Coach. in case they made a change
we should look again.' He said, 'AJexls,
just calm down, you're going."'
Her sprint into fame seemed to take the
humble track star by surprise.
"It's kind of a big deal now, like, people
know about me," Love said. "I got on
(goracers.com) this morning and saw the
splash page and was just like. 'that's mel
They're telling me good luck, oh my
gosh!' I sent t~at link to my dad and was
like, 'Dad, they're telling me good luck,
this is big.'"
Despite the national attention the
men's basketball team is receiving due to

The Racers, led by Love, are on a record-setting journey this season.

BASEBAll SUCCESS

Junior forward Ed Daniel raises 'Breds play together,
the bar along with hairstyle, 2B increase victories, 48

its record-setting season, Love said she
doesn't feel overshadowed by them in the
least.
"They have their pictures on gorac·
ers.com, my picture is on goracers.com I feel like We're all working toward the
same goal," Love said. "I don't feel like
they overshadow me, even the basketball
players are giving me shout outs and stuff
on Twitter, so they know.''
Love's family is proud and excited of
her entrance into the national tournament but the 43-hour drive prevents them
from being in attendance today.
"They were really excited," Love said.
~st of them said they expe~ted it and
my mom and my dad are just so proud."
Love will race the NCAA lndoor
Championship today at Jacksons Indoor
Track at Boise State. Preliminaries are set
for 7:45 p.m., and the runners who qualify
will race at 9 p.m.
The Latest accomplishment is merely
the apei of a breakout season for the
Murray State indoor track team. A third
Murray State record set at Notre Dame
came from Sharda Bettis, a sophomore
from Dallas, Texas, who ran the 60-meter
hurdles in 8.65 seconds.
The weekend's performance at Notre
Dame underscored a strong showing at
the OVC Championships the weekend
before. Besides love's 200-meter title,
two other athletes finished with OVC
fll'st-place titles. Bettis ran a personal
record 7.99 in the 55-meter hurdles, and
Tonia Pratt, freshman from Michigan
Center, Mich., won the weight throw with
a career-best 17.79 meters.
Pratt has been awarded the 2012 OVC
Freshman of the Year for Indoor Track.
Even with the team's success, Head
Coach Jenny Severns said she h.opes to
see even more from this already productive team.
"We had some really good standout
performances, but I also don't think anybody is as good as they are going to get,"
Severns said. "Everybody can walk away
saying, 'This is what I did weU, and this is
what I can do better next time'."
The second-year coach praised the attitude and bard work of her athletes, but
said her approach is to be happy without
being satisfied.
"It's our job as coaches to not let (the
athletes) settle or be satisfied with a performance when we know they are capable
of doing better," Severns said. "The sec·
ond you're satisfied is the second you
stop improving. No one on this team has
reached the level where they are at the
best level that they can possibly be. It's
going to be exciting going into outdoors
to see what our athletes arc capable of
doing."
Severns said the track team should only
be more exciting to watch as tilne goes by.
"I love our team," she said. "They have
really good attitudes and personalities.
They really look out for each other and
cheer for each other. They're fighters.
They're just young. ln a couple of years,
it's scary to think how good we could be."
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
murraystate.edu.
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@
murraystate.edu.
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'Bredsmake
strides toward
successful season

Tourney Time

Ben

}aciKohn
Staff writer
Look out Ohio Valley Confefcnce, the Murray State ' Breds arc having n
standout season.
So far the cluh is 8·5 and has produced a six· game winning streak. Head
Coach Rob McDonald said the team has bct:n able to put things together
this season.
uwe'vc: had gol)d pitt•hing rrdty t.:onsistcntly and our hitting has really
seemed to come a long now, over the last several games." he said. "Prohahl}'· the best thing is th:Jt our defense has been good. The guys have done
:1 great job competing. We'w had a couple close games ttnd the b'UYS have
done a good joh handling situations late in the game."
There arc a lor of new faces on the'roster this year who have helped the
'Hrcds in many ways.
''The (new players) helped us un the mound: we've gut some good hitters and good defensive players,'' McDonald .s:lld. "They'\·e helped in c.."Very
aspect of the game."
The 'Breds have a good deal of e.xperience under their belts, with eight
returning senlens to lead the tt.•am.
"We've got a lot of guys that have quite a bit of experience now and they
~1re good lcaJers," he said. "I think tht.'y'vc communicated what they ex·
pcct to thl' ynungt.'r guys and I feel really good about our veteran guys."
Compared to last year the team is playing ~xccedingly better. At this
time last sc:1son the ' Brcds had a record of 4-6 and ended the season with
a19-32 overall record, going just 9-13 against tt'ams in the OVC.
McDonald doesn't think tht•re is comparison between this year and last
season because of the many changes to the dub, such as new players and
new opponents.
''Right now we've had somt' balls bounce our way and the guys ar(•
doing a great itlb of executing," he said.
junior right-handed pitcher Will Handlin credited team unity as a key
component to their success.
"We've had good defense, good offense, good pitching and that leads to
a lot of succes:. on the field," Handlin said. "We've had a really good ofT
season and we worked bard. After last season a lot of guys had a bad taste
in their mouth. Now we really want to come out and have a good year."
Handlin s:1id the team needs to conrinue to work hard and not take anvthing for granted.
•

M('lissa KuhlmMliTht' N ews

Junior first baseman Mike Kozolowskl touches the base to gel the runner out in the
'Breds 3-Z win aQainst South !Dakota feb. 2~.
"'fhis is fun, the ride we're having right now," Handlin said . ~~ think we
won six or seven in a row. We had a rough one on Sunday but we arc back
out here and ready to go."
•
Sophomore right-handed pitcher Cameron Finch said everybody is
pitdting to their potential and :til the pit•ces art: in place for the winning
to continue.
ULast year we hit pretty good hut we struggled in our pitching, we stmggled as a ream," he S.'lid. ''This year we arc pitching a lot better .md nrc
still hitting. so we're winning a lot of games."
Junior first baseman Mike Kozolowski s<tid the 'BreJs resilienq• II} not
let down thrnughuut the g.'llllC and to battle back when they ure l1ehind is
key tu their ft!at~.
"We've reall>• been proving ourselves latclr and our pitchers arc starting to come around.'' Kozolowski said.
McDonald said the team has to remember to take it one game at a time
"You can't really worry about the next game, you just have to sta)' fo·
cuscd on the game, the iruting and the pitch we are currently in," he said.
"If yuu do :mything other than th:tt then you arc gving to hnvc n t()ugh
time. We've just got to stay focust•J .nod positive on the current g;une.''

Contacc Kuhn at jlwhn@murraystate.edu.
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Heading home:
Mter 13 gaines on the road,
Pyron's team prepares to open
their hon1e season
Kyra Ledbetter
St:1ff writer
This week the Racers take on thdr first conference competitors after a weekend that became a success. ·
Though three of their four games at the Tennessee Classic
ended in loss, the Racers started to work through the problems
that have plagued the early stages of their season.
"We've been struggling a little bit with playing scared ami not
going out and doing what Wl' ran," Shdhy Kosmccki, juniur
pitcher, said. "Hy the end of the weekend we conquer<.•d that
kind of thing. We talked a lot about it and it just felt like by the
last game of the weekend we were our old self again. We wen!
making pla}'S that Wt~ knew we could make and we wc:re hitting
well, which is what W(~ need to do the whole time.''
Despitt' hi-. disappointment in some aspects of the weekend.
H~ad Co~tdt Jay Pyron was similarly optimistic, adding that the
team is doing bdter than it ever has at this point in the '>l~asml.
"A team changes t.wcry year but it also changes day to day as
you learn more about ynurself and as you grow together," Pyron
said. "'We're just trying to make sure we grow in the right direction and gruw together as a unit. We're still above SOO right
now and we've never been that in the history of the program. so
Wl!'re in a pretty good place right now and have gotten a couple
of wins in places Wl' didn't think we could, so you cau't just sit
around hoping to play perfect all the 'time. You have to learn to
win when you don't hav~ your best. The teams that can do that
are the ones that really have success. \Vc took a step in that direction."
Kosmecki in particular said she felt a liuJc of the nervousness
that comes with games early in the season shake louse.
"I felt really good this weekend. 1 struggled a little hit at the
start of season, lmt I :tlways have n couple of games at the beg.inning that don't go my way and l get nervous, but this weekend 1 just threv.: that all out the window," Kosmecki s:lid.... rhis
is my third year here. I only have one more year after this. I'm
just going to go out there and do what 1do."
This wcel.:cnd the Racers take on Tennessee State for their
first conference roaJ trip of the season.
"I'm supe•· cxdtei.l, especially the way the weekend ended,"
Kosmccki said. "I fit hadn't ended the way it did J might be a lit·
tie nervous, but I feel like we're at a great place• .I'm rt~ady to
start conference. I feel it's going to he a good transition into conference play. Tht•y'll be a good test for us. We're going to be
playing pretty good competition. I think we're prepared for it.
We just ne\•d to take the week at practice tu get a little more
fine-tuned prl'parl!d fur rhe kind uf team they arc."
Rcg:~rdless of hnw heartening Kosmecki's take on the upcornin~ \·onJcrcnce series, Pyron has serious coni.'C'rns about the
games ahead.
"Tennessee State is very much improved," Pyron said. "'11ley
struggled a lot la~t year. They had a new coach in. He didn't
have the kind of players he needed to win and he's done n really
nice job of changing over the personnd there very quickly, so
they had II wins last year and they have six already now and
tlwy have a win ugainst an SEC schovl. They're certainlr moving in the right direction and we can't take them lightlr. I think
they'll be contending to make the conference tournament. We're
going to haw to play really well to win. They're certainly far
different than they were last year tmd I hope our players understand that."
The R~1\:crs will play their first home games of the season
next Wt~ek\•JHI against Jacksonville .State at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.
March 17 and ,1tl p.m. March 18 at R<lct•r field.

Contact LC!dbcttcr at klc.dbettc!r(.Ulmurraystate.edu.

It's that time ~tgainl Selection Sunday is only two da.ys
away, which mt·~ms we can all
get ready to fiJI nut brackets
that will hold up until two
hours after the first ripoff.
There's nothing like March
Madness to remind us just
how littk• we really know
:tlmut teams we have critiqued all season lung.
Morrow
So far this year I've offered
Sports Columnist
· predictions fur two things.]
said Pujols would stay in St. Louis (oops) and I
had the Giants by four in the Super Bowl (dead
on). This will proh:tbly be a disaster.
Su what arc we waiting for? l:et's get cracking.
OtwiNtsly, we're going to focus on the team in
• h1ue and gold. ESPN's llracketology "expert" Joe
Lunardi has Murray State, as of this writing, positioned as a sixth seed in the West (Albuquerque) bracket. The Racers would open the
NCAAs in Columhus, Ohio.
This of course is a travesty. If Lunardi is right,
this will mean the NCAA selection committee
wi~ have de-emed the Racers to be the 24th most
deserving team in the country.
Come un, man!
0~. dt:ep breath. Jn order to objectively evalu·
ate a team I'm so emotionally invested in. I've
instituted the Montana State rule to keep myself
in check. The rule is simple: Treat Murray
Statt~'s record as if you were talking about a team
you aren't emotiunally attached to- like Montana State.
So, in the words of a certain JMC professor
with a Clairol beard, "Let's looky."
"Montana State" <read Murray State) was
picked to finish third in a conference that is
mostly obscure to a nationwide audience. lnskau, "Montana State" amassed a 30·1 record, including a perfect season away from home, to win
its regular season and conference tournament
championships.
With wins over tournament teams like Memphis, Southern Mississippi and St. Mary's (all
rared 31 or better in the RPI), "Montana State"
has established itself in the RPl at number 20.
<P.S. This team also avenged its only loss twice
this season. including a comeback thriller in its
conference championship game.)
ln other words, this team didn't slide into the
NCAAs on a weak schedule.
Nc.Tt, the eye test. Pundits around college basketball arc calling Murray State (oops. I mean
"Montanu State") a not·so-poor-man's Missouri
in its style of play and tenacity. They have won
in runaways and close games. They have won
pretty and ugly. They won before anything was
expected of them, and they won w ith the target
on their backs.
l:inft!ly, look at leadenhip. :rhe Racers (yeah,
yeah, I mean the "Bobcats") have a group uf upperclassman that has been there before, Jed by
sl•arpshootiny play maker Isaiah Canaan and a
pair of clutch senior shooters Donte Poole and
}cwuan Long. (No one is going to stop all three
\lihcn they're hitting.) Add a dash of Head Coach
of the Year candidate Steve Prohm, and you have
a recipe foi success in the NCAA Tournament.
The ovctall body of work suggests this team
dl•sc.rvcs a !fourth or fifth seed in the West
bracket, which would have them opening in
Nashville. This would allow Racer fans to show
up in larger numbers to cheer on their team. A
sixth seed placement in the East would also have
Murrar State opening in Nashville.
Sonw ha\'1.' suggest1:d l.ouisville as a pt,ssiblc
venue, but this wouldn't be fair to what the team
has :tccomplished this season. ln order to play
the opening round in Louisville, the Racers will
h:.ve to get a seventh. eighth, ninth or lOth seed
in the s~tuth - all of which are too low for this
team.
In addition, un opening weekend in l.ouisville,
ac(·ording to Lunardi, would also match Murray
State with a potential matchup with No.1 Kentucky in the Sweet Sixteen.
I think a fourth or fifth seed in the West is the
fairest scenario.
With all that said, how far will this team go?
Here arc my "SCenarios before having the benefit
of looking at an actual bracket.
Best case as I see it: The Racers get a fourth
seed in the West bracket, allowing them to win
through tht! first weekend. However, if Lunardi's
placement holds up. this would have Murray
State playing teams like Mississippi State and
~i.lrquette, a team the)' particularly don't want
hJ see. Tennessee State proved this year that a
big team tbat can (1) defend the pick and roll
und GO contain Canaun, has the best chance of
beating the Racers. lf Murray State docs beat
Marquette, another great game can get them
past ll similarly styled team like MissourL In this
scenario, the Racers lose in the Elite Eight to
North Carolina.
Worst case as I see it: '11te Racers get stuck
with .t sixth seed in Albuquerque (South region)
and lose in the second round to an underachieving but superbly talented Baylor team.
Shameless Prediction: Racers get a disrc."Spectful sixth seed in the East, which allows them to
experience another winning we~kend in
Nashvillt! and add a shocking Sweet Sixteen vict<,ry vver the Ouke Blue Devils, before bowing
•ml to n Jeep and imm~nsely talented Syracuse
team in the Elite Eight.
Prediction for KentuCky: I feel this paragraph
is ncce:.sary for obvious reason. Kentucky has
the most talented player in the country, and they
nrc as hut as anyone going in. They have three
things going ag;tinst tht•m, however. 'rhey're
>·uun~. they're not deep at all and they have
Coach Cal. He might finally win his first after a
C!ln·cr of dipping out early. I'm not picking it.
Kentuck-y gets upset by Wichita State in the
Sweet Sixteen.
Tournament Prediction: A surprising amount
ltf chalk ut the finall-'our, after a volatile first
weekend. North Carolina beats Syracuse 84·72.
Corttact
Morrow
at
mmorrow@
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Junior Carla Suga swinos durino the Hl win against North Alabama in february.
Carly Besser
against Westt'rn Kentucky, will bt: facStafTwriter
With the spring se;1son moving
closer tu conference play, the men's
and women's tennis teams ;1rc preparing for their next set of matches.
Coming ofT a lo~s in their last match
against Southern Illinois, the women
arc preparing for two consecutive
matches against Middle Tennessee
Stat<· Saturday and Northern Iowa Sunday.
"We've been preparing very well."
woml·n's Head Coach Kara Amundson
said. "I think when we get in the match,
we're competing for every single
minute unttl the match is over, which is
what you want to sec out of your team
this time of the year."
Middlt' Tennessee (6-4) arc a potcn·
tial challenge for the Racers. 111c team
has four seniors and international tal·
ent with pla)•crs like sentor Marietta
Bigus from Poland. who curr~ntly has
an 8-4 singles record.
When competing against Middle
Tcnnl·sscc State, Amundson said she
wants t11 sc•e the team improve on finishing the game better.
uwhat we need to get better at is
when we're giving ourselves opportunities to close out sets and matches, we
need to take those opportunities." shl·
snid. "l1hink we're doing n ~ood job of
cumpl•ting ;md g~Uing tht•m, we just
ncl·d to learn tu dose th\~ door if we
want to do W(•Jl.''
For Murray State, Cassidy Cunitz
and Ashley t~nt}' led the singles game
when they played Southern Illinois.
Amundson said she is seeing strong
l(•adcrship nnd l'fTun fruutc..'Vcryonc on
the team in 111atchc.s.
"The rl!aJiy c:ool thing ,1buut thio; season so far is that we've gotten point~
from every spot," she said. "If you look
at our results from our past matches,
we've got wins from every single pcrSCin nn a given day, which is a reallr
great thing to st•c that everyone is step·
ping up ott different times;"
The men's lc!lm, coming off a 5-2 win

.

ing Uetbel1uesday at home.
"It feels good to get a win," Head
Coach Mel Purcell said. "We got (somL>
rimd until Bethel to rc&'t. Sometimes
th.tt's gooJ and bad. hut it ~iVl!S my
guys a ehance that weren't l1 calthy a
chance to get healthy ng<tin."
Western Kentud.-y (l-5) was hit hard
with a doubles game performed by the
Racers. Sophomore Arthur Valle and
freshnmn ~niel Heibel were the first
to gt•t a victory. Other duuhlcs te:..ms in
action were junior Tyler Jeffl!rs and
freshman Max McLean and senior }<>se
Berardo with redshirt sophomore
Dylan Gerlach. Purcell said he hopes to
see even more improvl'ment in future
matches.
"With doubles, we were w inning big
in the third match," he said. "Wc'rl'
playing better. I dun't know how good
we will be yet because wt:'re young in
the season, but that will make a difference to determine if we're a challcng
ing team thi.; year. ..
'11te warm •weather and playing at
hontc will give the Racer:. some ;.~Jvan
tugc, Purcell said. 'J'his will be their
first matdl outdoors, where the te.ml is
used to practicing.
"Most of my guys arc South Amen can nnd European," he said. "'Owy're
used to outdoor play with windy conditions so I would rather play I!Uisiclc."
With the chemistly of doubles part·
n<.•rs and the aggressive style s howed
b)' young pl:lyers, the Racers will be a
tough opponent for n strt1ggling Bethel
team with an 0-3 losing record.
"We've played Rethcl different
yc<•rs," Purcell said. "Sometimes tlwy
have r\·tdl}' good teams nnd othl·r times
it's diffcrent. It'll be a good test for us l{)
play that match th~.·n follow np with
Austin Pcay and SlU·Edwardsv1lle."
The men's match against Bethel will
be at 2:30 p.m. Thesday at the Bennie
Purcell Courts. The Wl'men's match
against Middle Tennessee State will be
11 a.m. Saturday in Murfree:;horo, Tenn. ,
Contort
Hesser
at
cbesscr@

rnurraysta tc. edu .

murruystate.edu.
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National entertainment
news sure to spice up your
lunch conversation
~Information and photos &om

' the Associated Press
CompUed by Savannah Sawyer
'Terra Nova' axed after only oae seuon
"Terra Nova," which aired on Fox, was a sdfi series about a family and their Journey to
prehistoric earth.
fox officals announced on Monday that they
would drop the program after one season.
The show brought an average of only 8 million viewers a week.

Designer of'Star Wan' look dies at 82
Ralph McQuarrie. the
artist behind the looks of
the first "Star Wars" trilogy's characters and setpieces, died Saturday in
his Califorina home.
According to John Scoleri, co-author of a book
of McQuarrie's, he suffered from Parkinson's
disease.
Some of his most recgRalph McQuarrie onizable looks were
Darth Vader, C-3PO, R2-D2, the Stormtroopers
and the lightsaber.

Apple reveals new lPad model
Apple revealed a new iPad model Wednes-

day, titled the New iPad.
The new model will have a sharper screen
and fa-;ter wir<.'less broadband.
It will also include a voice dictation sytem
similar to that of Siri on Apple's iPhone 45
along with a plethora of other updated featun::s.
Apple still is at the top of the charts of
tablets sold with 15.4 million iPads sold in the
fourth quarter of last year, with the Amazon
Kindlt• Fire coming in second with 5.5 million
sold.
The Apple iPad has sold 55 million units to
date.
Broo ks joins Country Music: HaD of Fame
Country singer Garth
Brooks will be inducted
into the Country Music
Hall of Fame as one of
the youngest living inductees.
~rQq~. ~ng with
singer Connie Smith and
keyboard player "Pigft
Robbins, will be inducted
during a formal cereGarth Brooks mony planned for later
this year.

Obama campalp to pat out documentary
President Obama's campaign will be releasing a new 17-minutc documentary next week
about the President's first week in office.
According to Obama's campaign manager.
Jim Messina, the short film was directed by
Davis Guggenheim who also directed AI
Gor~·s "An Inconvient Truth."
Messina said the documentary will "put into
perspective the enormous challenges that the
nation faced when the president took office
and the strides we've made together."

Raven-Symone to star iD •sister Ac:t'
Later this month, former child star RavenSymone will take over
the lead role in Broadway's musical, "Sister
Act."
She will take over the
role from Tony Award
nominated actress Patina
Miller, w hose final performance will be March

18.

Raven -Symone

Whoopi Goldberg. who
played Deloris Van Cartier in the 1992 filin, is
producing the musical.
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KONY 2012 effort targets Joseph Koay
A 29-minute viral video hit the web Monday
targeting the lord's Resistance Army and their
leader. Joseph Kony who is wanted by International Criminal Court for crimes against humanity.
The video, made by the same American
filmmakers who made a 50-minute video
called "Invisible Children," release the KONY
2012
video
on
thei~
website,
www.kony2012.com.

Tbe Azeezah dancers practice the art of belly dance every Monday. Classes cost $5 per dass and are located at the Fine Arts dance studio.

Campus dancers express movement, confidence
Becca SdalmmeJ
Staff writer

Shaking and moving their way to get in shape,
gain confidence and have a good time, the Murray State belly dancers have class every Monday
night.
The classes, which started last month for the
semester, cost $5 per session but regular attendance is not required. There is only one thing
required for the class: comfortable gym clothing.
The main foci.ts is having fun and teaching
people a way to build self-confidence.
"There are a lot of benefits, it helps flexibility,
and I think people need to realize it really helps
with your self-esteem," Devon Aldridge, senior
from Eddyville. Ky.• said. "I feel better about myself every time I go to another class."
Some of the students in the class perform
what they have learned. Not all of the students
have to participate in these performances.
Other students have heard about the belly
dancing class from those specific perfonnances.

More formal dress is worn during performances. A hip scarf with coins is worn along with
cholis which a number of the dancers refer to as
"gypsy tops."
Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's Center, decided to start the classes after seeing a
performance herself.
"When she danced, she danced with confidence and connectivity," Etheridge said. "It's
(belly dancing) a celebration of our natural bodies."
The instructo r chooses the music, however
each group that perform.<~ collectively decides
what they are going to wear for that performance.
The instructor choreographs a dance students begin learning for the performances put
on at the Curris Center.
During these performances a brief histC>ry of
what belly dancing is given.
In America, the dance has become more
provocative than in the past and is based on an
Egyptian style.
The group that began classes is based in Pad-

ucah and call themselves the Zerdali group. The
same person who organizes the group in Paducah teaches the classes on campu.o;.
Anyone is allowed to join the class. There is a
great \lpportunity to ml•et people.
"I think it is a fun form of cxcrCJsc.'' Mnrcic
Siders, junior from Dover, Tenn., said. "I think
more than that I like the pcl)ple that I meet in
class. I go more for thl' socialization."
Building confidence. gt·tting to kno~ pl•npl<.'.
and exercising is the main foetls of the belly
dancing class.
"I am a biology major and I don't get to express myself in thai way," Siders said.
It is an opportunity to cxprt·ss artio;til'all}'
through dance that may otherwise be unavailable.
The class also provides a Sll't'SS rdicver which
is important fur most people on campus.
The class is offered fr~lm 7 to 8:.~0 p.m. on
Mondays in the 2nd floor d:Ull'l' studio of thl·
Fine Arts building.

Contact
Schimmel
murraystate.edu.

at

m·himmel(ii)

Former professor writes, publishes book about experience
Rachel CWford
Staff w riter
Former Murray State professor.
Wayne Bell has written a book titled
"My Tenure Biennium," a memoir
about the two-year p rocess
through which he acquired tenure.
"Most people have a tenure year,
in which they go through an intense
procedure and if anything goes
wrong, you have a second year to appeal, which is what 1 did," Bell, author
and retired math professor, said. "The
thing that makes it worth telling is that
it happened during the Curris era."
Constantine W. Curris was president
of Murray State from 1973-1983, which
was an era of transition for the University.
"The University was in transition from
a sleepy little college to the dynamic university that it is now," Bell said. "They
hired someone to make that transition and
that someone was Constantine Curris, who
is currently chairman of the Board."
During Curris's time as president, a difference of opinion led to a feud between him
and the Board of Regents.
"The book p resents in an overview the situation between the president and the Board of
Regents," Bell said. "It was in the middle of his
faith year, r ight before I went up for tenure, that
Curris and the Board first went to war.
"Curris went outside the system and got the
courts to intervene and won. The Board, however, was still the Board and there were five of
them that still wanted him out of the president's
office."
However, the Board of Regents wasn't the
only group with split opinions of Curris.
"On campus, there was only one dean who opposed the president and lined up with the Board,
and that was my dean." Bell said. "The chairman
of the department sided with the dean. The
chairman, out of nowhere, decided I shouldn't
be tenured. That shook me because
four or five months before, he wrote a letter of
recommendation for the highest teaching award
on campus."
Bell believes that his tenure case was used by
the president to expose the wrong-doings of the

will be a tenure appeal hl·:tring and d uring th.lt
hearing, everything will be nJ.;Jc..lc puhlic."
~MW~ the UOW. and material
1rom his tenure appeal to muke sen!'!! o( wh.1t
had happened during the casl·.
"The whole tenure denial event was pwfoundly emb:urassing to me," Bell said "l fell
that the cs~nn: of who I was had been qucs·
tioned up afld down the line and I was very confused abo4t it all. I thought that a lot of
chicanery, te» usc Curris' word. had gone on. so I
kept those tlunp in the hopes of sorting it all out
and maybe $eeing it more clearly l;ttcr."
Two people convinced Bell to write the bouk
- Rob Donnelly. a current Murray State math
professor, as well as a close friend of Bell's, and
a lifelong friend, Brenda Bell.
"When 1 did start talking about what happened, it usually involved IJlking about two
points," Bell said. "First. that the dt·an oftlcially
voted for me and worked against me hehind
the scenes~ ;,md that the Provost (formerly
Vice President of the Ac:1dcmic Program) officially voted against me and worked for me
behind the scene~.
"Rob Donnelly, in the math department, convinced me th;u it was indeed a
story that ought to be told. Be thinks thnt
it documents a 'watershed moment in the
mathematics department ... and perhaps a
w 1,e Ut:\\ coming of age moment in tht• University.'
r ,ovrle!tY 01 a'f
Also. Brenda, a life long friend - whom you
snok c.ove
11
will me<.•t in the'book- thought that it would
be cathartic for me."
~\et\' I
Bell hopes that the book will show read11,1\J
,&
crs ~he importance of protecting the inft\ 1
tcgn ty of the tenure process.
··The reader will get an idea of how the
t'
•
C'-~o{e tenure process ~ormally w?r~s at Murray
~\,;
State and how amportant at as to protect
'tl\~e
the integrity of that process," Bell said.
U
'The chairm.m and the dean in my case haJ
dean.
gotten crossways with Curris and, for their own
"My thesis
purposes, did not protect the mtl'gritr of that
is that thl· president used my case to
process.
expose the misbehavior of the dean. because he
"In fact they abused the pn~es!' and provided
couldn't just publish it," Bell said. "All the things
Curris an opportunity to t•xploit their misbc they were doing were 'in confidential tenure
havior. I also think the read er will gd a little infiles. Confidential tenure files can't be made
sight int() Dino Curris."
public.
"My Tenure Biennium" is available on Am:t·
"There is one case in which they can be made
zon.com or at the University Stnrc.
public and that is if you're denied tenure, there
Contact Clifford at rclifford\rumurraystate.edu
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Springsteen keeps rockin' with 17th album
Savannah Sawyer
Assistant Features Editor
Music is possibly the most important thing to
me. Next to my family, food and breathing, music
ranks:Pretty high up . .I could listen to any song and
it can take me back to a certain point in my life, a
certain memory and everything that happened will
start to flood back.
Bruce Springsteen is the soundtrack to my childhood. "Hungry Heart" off of his fifth studio album,
"The River," takes me back to my younger years
when my family would have friends over on Friday nights and Springsteen was always playing in
the background.
Springsteen reminds me of my preteens. "My
City of Ruins" off of Springsteen's 12th studio
album, "The Rising," makes me reflect upon a time
in my fifth grade classroom taking in the latest of
the unfortunate event that was Sept. ll.
Springsteen is the soundtrack to my teens. I can
distinctly remember sitting on the screened in
porch of my house with my father one summer
night listening to Springsteen's newest release at
that time, his 13th studio album, "Devils & Dust.''
Springsteen reminds me of my 20s. Leaving
home for the first time to live on my own. I often
reflect back on one of his older songs "Bobby Jean"
off his seventh studio ulbum "Born in the U.S.A.,"
a song about remembrance.
Without a doubt, when I look back upon my
early 20s the song, "We Take Care of Our Own,"
off of "Wrecking Ball," Springsteen's 17th studio
album, will remind me of this part of my life.
The first single off of his new album is said to
be more about politicnl ideals more than anything
else, however. I can find a way to relate to it that 1
feel a lot of college students may relate to finding
your way and the obstacles you must overcome. "l
been knocking on the door(fhat holds the
lhrone/1 been looking for the map/That leads me
home/r been stumbling on good hearts/Turned to
stone!fhc rond of good intentions/Has gone dry
as a bone/We take care of our own."
While MEasy Money" and "Shackled and Drawn"
are both exceptional tracks on the album, the next
thut stood out to me was "Jack of All Trades."
The song, which features Tom Morello, who is
best known for his band "Rage Against the Machine," on guitar, is a beautiful piano ballad about
a man promising to give everything he has through
thick und thin to the one he lovt:s. "It's all happened before and it'll happen again/It'll happen
again/I'm the jack of all trades/Darling we'll be all
right."
The following track, "Death to My Hometown,"
bas a "We Shall Overcome: The Seeger Sessions"
feel to it. The accord ion in the song played by
Charlie Giordano, gives tht' song a Celtic-like feel.
After sin:lng here for several hours listening to
the album on repeat, I've fo und the only track that
~..._,u,uesn't really speak to me is "This Depression."
It's not mat it'&.' a, bad song, it just has yet to click
with me. There really isn't much variation in the
lyrics exct:pt for one verse and if you couldn't al·
ready tell by the title, it's rather depressing.
"Wrecking Ball," the title track of the album. and
"Land of Hope and Dreams" means a lot to me and
probably any devoted Springsteen fan out there.
They are the only two tracks on the album that feature the late Clarence Clemons on saxophone.
Clemons passed away in June of last year at the
age of 69 from complications from stroke he had at
his home in Florida.
A big question looming in the media prior to the
release of this album is how Springstl'cn and the E
Street Band would continue on without their
beloved saxophone player. The liner notes in the
album's booklet prove how they would do just
that.
"Clarence doesn't leave the E Street Band when
he dies. He leaves when we die," the booklet states.
''Wrecking Ball" was originally penned for the
demolition of Giants Stadium but now takes on a
completely new meaning.
A beautiful number that starts off acoustically
takes on the subject of love in "You've Got It."

Ph.-•to courtesy of thesntpenews.com

Bruce Sprlll(Jsteen's17th studio album is not one to passup. The album Isavailable now.
nearly 500 songs in my iTunes music library by
him alone, many people close to me know how
fond of him and his music I am and how excited I
was for this album to come out.
Needless to say, the album did not dissapoint. It
ranks high up with some of my other Springsteen
favories, "Born in the U.S.A.," "Born to Run,"
"Darkness on the Edge of Town," "Nebraska" and
"The River.''
With the new album's Celtic rock feel, the col·
!aboration of rock and rap, the powerful messages
behind the new ballads added to Springsteen's
music library, there is no way anyone could go
wrong purchasing a copy of "Wrecking Ball." It is
sure to go down in the books as anothe r Springsteen classic.

One can only imagine he penned it about his
wife of nearly 21 years, Pan: I Scialfa. "You got it in
your bones/Yeah, you're realer than/real ever
was."
The next track on the album, "Rocky Ground"
covers ground that Springsteen has never trekked
before.
The song features singer Michelle Moore rapping a verse a little more than halfway into the
song. While it's person ally not my favorite track, l
appreciate tb~ new risks Springsteen is taking with
his music.
"Land of Hope and Dreams," which has been
featured on two other album's of Sp ringsteen's,
"The Essential Bruce SpriQpteen" an4 "Live in
New York City" as Uve tracks prfdr to appearing

~=~1flrr. odJenont totfea-·· J,~;;~;~te.edu~$awyer
It is a track I
e always loved and I believe
it fits in well on this album as a studio recorded
version. It is another song l feel that when J listen
to it some years down the road it will take me back
to this particular point ln my life. Much like the
title explains, it's about following your hopes and
dreams.
"Grab your ticket and your suitcase/Thunder's
rollin' down this track/Well, you don't know
where you're going now/But you know you won't
be back/Well darlin' if you're weary/Lay your head
upon my chest/We'll take what we can carry/Yeah,
and we'll leave th e rest."
"We are Alive" and "Swallowed Up" (the latter is
featured on the bonus edition of ''Wrecking Ball")
are exceptional compositions but nothing compared to the fi nal track.
'
One of my other favorite tracks on the album
just so happens to be the last track on the bonus
edition of ''Wrecking Ball."
·~erican Land" is another track that has been
featured on previous work of Springsteen's, "We
Shall Overcome; The Seeger Sessions." Much like
"Death to My Hometown" this also has a Celtic
feel to it and is a great way to end the album.
Being an avid Springsteen fan myself, with

;
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One note: Only if you're bored
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
Three notes: Worth the money
Four notes: A future classic

Similar to:
The Gaslight Anthem, Southside Johnny &
the Asbury Jukes and Patti Scialfa

Review Rundown
Entertainment Weekly: B
Rolling Stone: 5/5 Stars
Spin Magazine: 7/10 Stars
People: 3.5/4 Stars
Chicago Tribune: 4.5/5 Stars

rsudoku

SUDOKU
PUZZLES

Liner Notes

Watch and listen
I have many ways
of discovering m usic
that intrigues me and
public radio is not
one of them.
Basically, anytime I
am on the In ternet
for a d ecent amount
of time, I end up
looking for music or
someho w it just finds
me through social
media, podcasts or
entertainment websites. Other times, I
fmd music through television.
There are a few television shows that
I either watch or used to watch when
airing from which I have found some rejllly great m usic.
The flrst sh ow that comes to mind is
"One Tree Hill." I have downloaded
countless songs after watching an
ep isode of this show through the years.
With OTH, I discovered the sounds of
Placebo. MozeUa. Jade's Mannequin.
Bethany Joy Galeotti and Citizen Cope
am~ others. My high school self really
loved that.
I also rt:ally enjoyed the T.V. soundtrack from "The O.C." It was from these
four short years that I learned wh o
Phantom Planet, Rooney, Band of
Horses, The Bravery and The Wecpics
were.
All of these artists I just mentioned
from the two shows consumed a large
chunk of my iThnes library for months.
Both of these shows had such a great
re putation with their soundtracks that
they released the ir own mix albums featuring songs from their episodes.
Curre ntly in its ninth and fmal season,
"One Tree Hill" has released three COs
and "The O.C." released six, though they
only bad four seasons.
"The O.C." had a Christmas album
an~ an album that was strictly covers of
songs.
ABC Family's "Pretty Little Liars" became a guilty pleasure show for me over
winte r break last year. I learned that like
the other two shows, this one has a decent soundtrack (and styling).
After downloading the show's only
CD, I am now a fan o f Matthew Perryman Jones, Fay Wolf and Brooke Waggoner. Some of my favorites such as
Mozella, 2AM Club and Ben's Brother
were also featured on the sh ow's soundtrack.
Instead of being a show with a great
storyline and music to complement i~, there are some sh ows o n television
today that lack a great storyline but sell
their soundtraclcs for Billboard rankings.
I'm talking about you, "Glee."
While th~ show has great music and
composition , the show is hyped for the
music, not the storyline. I am a fan of
the show add have been since day one.
but some things just need to be said.
The soundtrack of the show is at the
point where it is predictable and there
are not many surprises anymore.
I can't say I haven't downloaded a
"Glee" song, because 1 have many times.
It's just old news for me. I dil,'l'e.ss. The
show must go on.
It has come across my mind many
times that if rhis whole journalism career thing doesn't work out for me, 1
would love to be the music editor foe a
television show or for movies. I know
it's a long-shot but soundtracks are fun.
I think having a career fmding music
that fits a scene to a show or movie
would be an enjoyable job.
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New fashion trends emerge
with wanner temperatures
Allyson Putman
Staff writer

Melissa Ruhlman/The N~'

RobinEzell, senior from Paducah, Ky., poses on campus wearl119 a transitional dress for ear1y sprino.
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As blooming flowers come to life to decorate the Quad in bright, beautiful colors
so do the students' w;udrobes as they shed
their old winter coats and prepare for
spring.
The fashion industry truly comes to life
at the beginning of the sp ring season by
bringing back the bright colors and d ifferent styles of apparel that have been hidden
in the back of the closet all winter. For
spring 2012, things are no different.
This year, there are a number of trends
sweeping through campus.
Robin Ezell, a fashion forward senior
from Paducah. K}'., said she is looking forward to changing her wardrobe for this
season.
"I really try to just dress confidently,''
Ezell said. "ln the spring, I just feel so
much more fun about fashion."
With the weather warming up, a few of
the popular trends seen on campus include
spring dresses, cardigans, wedges and
Cnpri pants.
Still, as the weather warms, so do the
color pallets from which people choose for
their accessories.
"For spring, 1 bring back the bright
colored jewelry and accessories," Ezell
said. ~The change from the dark and cool

colors of winter ls a large part of spring
fashion success."
According to glamour.com, there are
more than the usual soft pastels coming
into play this season, as couture across the
nation showcases orange and tangerine as
two of the hottest colors this season -

"The change from the dark and
cool colors of winter is a large part
of spring fashion success."
-Robin Ezell
senior from Paducah, Ky.
among many other neon shades. Also, t he
incorpQration of color blocking in outfits,
vibrant prints and metallic basics are
growing in popularity.
The trends set by runways and top designers are not only about colors and couture clothing. but accessories as well.
Some of the top accessories for spring 2012
are clutches - the bolder, the better.
Clutches took the New York fashion
week by storm this year, as thestylist.com
said some of the designers showcased
many different designs on the runway.
The c lutch was presented in a var iety
of shapes and sizes. One of the most attractive aspects of a clutch purse Is the ver-

satility. A clutch is small, portable and can
be worn with nearly any outfit.
The clutch has been designed in every
shape, size and pattern any girl can imagine making it a necessity for easy keep of
one's valuables that doesn't sacrifice style.
While women's fashion colors and patterns seem to dominate this season. men
should not feel left out. Spring 2012 brings
a new wardrobe for the misters, as well.
The swide.com recap of the Milan/Paris
fashion show noted many men's trends
paralleling those of women's trends. These
included anything from neon suits, prints
and even cropped pants.
• • Wesley Vaughn, freshman from Owensboro, Ky., said that while he is not usually
much into fashion, he is glad to see the
weather warming up and the changes that
renders from his wardrobe.
In his own person:tl style, Vaughn said
he enjoys dressing up for his classes as opposed to a casual look.
"I want to try to make sure that I look
and feel the best that I can this season," he
said. "That's what fashion is really about
an~y."

No matter bow weak or strong your flair
for fashion, this spring line up is sure to
bring some life into your wardrobe with its
wide array of styles.
Contact
Putman at aputman@
murraystate.edu.
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SUPERFECTA

the ONLY publication celebrating the best of the best in Racer college life
The Murray State News is compiling its annual best-of Murray State special section, 'Superfecta.' Cast your votes here and
return the completed ballot to 111 Wilson Hall by noon April 6 and read about the winners in the April_27 edition.

~----------------------------------------~~-----------------E-MAIL:

Residential C o l l e g e : - - - - - - - - -

All votes are Wl1eiHn. One balot per student At least 50 categories have to be filled out for the ballot to be counted. Duplications (ilcludlng photocopies) will be disqualified.
. Please write clearly and legibly. Return to The News office, 111 Wilson Hal, by noon Apt&.
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